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Abstract

We analyze how applications use banks in a large shared
CMP L2 D-NUCA cache depending on their locality and
we define a power consumption model. Then we develop a
mechanism to dynamically turn on and off a bankcluster in
order to reduce the energy consumption.

1. CMP Way Adaptable

Our system is a large shared L2 D-NUCA cache in CMP
environment (Figure 1). In this architecture each bank is
accessible apart and the data can migrate within the cache
memory to approach toward the CPU which uses it.

Figure 1. Cache Architecture

To perform our analysis we first developed a power
model to evaluate the total energy cost of this system, in or-
der to estimate both the static (leakage) and dynamic com-
ponent of the energy consumption (Figure 2) and we ob-
served that the leakage is the dominant source of power con-
sumption. Moreover we analyzed how D-NUCA banks and
bankclusters are accessed (Figure 3). We noticed that often
the most part of the hits occur in bankcluster that are local
to the CPUs in which the applications run, whereas some of
the other bankcluster present a fewer number of accesses.

Since our objective is to reduce the energy consump-
tion of our system, we plan to develop a mechanism to dy-
namically turn on and off a bankcluster basing on the fre-

Figure 2. Total Nornalized Energy

quency of access. We count the number of accesses to each
bankcluster within a run interval and we compare this value
with the referential value we have before estimated. Then
we decide if there is unused memory and it is possible to
turn off a bankcluster or if the system needs more cache
memory and we have to turn on a bankcluster. This could
be considered an extension of the way adaptable technique
we presented in [1] for monoprocessor systems.

Figure 3. Bankcluster Hits in One Run

By adopting this mechanism we aim to reduce the energy
consumption because we use only the cache memory the ap-
plication needs. Moreover we aim to decrease both network
traffic for data search and delay access to bankcluster be-
cause there are less banks to visit during the data search and
so there are less packets going through the network.
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